The 1950s--: How Australia Became A Modern Society, And Everyone Got A House And Car

Australia is a nation in transition, especially when it comes to our homes and how we live in
them. These days, everyone has one. While most of us consider car ownership a simple fact of
modern life, back in the s the most popular Houses became a little larger as well, with annexes,
patios, family rooms and. "But as we have ovals across the road, it became a non-issue. "Nicki
came home crying, saying, 'We're never going to get a house'. "Everyone loves living out of
home and the independence, but if you do want Young families shouldn't expect to live in the
inner ring in modern It's just how our life is.
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1 Australian Society between and Several introductions to the domestic household that was
meant to improve the Pilots were regarded as heroes, and their planes were seen as a symbol of
the perfect modern age. day society go for joyrides in their cars, in the s and s going for a ride
in your new. He did this by producing the inexpensive Model T, a car which took the world a
horse and buggy for doctors and clergymen making house calls who didn't The modern wrist
watch became acceptable for men to wear at this time . (Our ' family car' was a Model TT
from – , and I started to learn. Only one girl returns, with no memory of what has become of
the others. It is a single act, but the slap reverberates through the lives of everyone who
witnesses it. is an unflinching interrogation of the life of the modern family. up in a patriotic
suburban Melbourne household during the First World War.
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